
“The washunit that becomes a SPA station”



hand shower and mixer integrated in the column in order to

Integrated ozone generator. The ozonated water that comes out 

Shirodara massage. the hairdresser can give a relaxing Shirodara
massage to the client thanks to the bowl designed for essential oils

and the position adjustment system.
Music. a Bluetooth speaker allows the diffusion of relaxing music

during treatments.

FLAMINGO TOTEM: is a multifunctional column designed to be 
   mounted on the side of the washbasin and provide the following

services:

 completely free up the space inside the sink and therefore have
much more free space for the hairdresser's work.

of the shower head makes hair softer and shinier.-





The hand shower and the mixer are integrated into the column; the
extractable shower head comes down from above and the hose has

 the right length to reach well under the customer's neck.
 once lowered, the hose remains in position to allow the hairdresser 

to complete the service even with the water turned on.
 Once the service is finished,

 the hose retracts easily by accompanying it upwards.

HAND SHOWER AND MIXER TAP OUT FROM THE BASIN



Moving the hand shower and mixer in the column allows you to mount a
totally empty and free sink inside.

In this way the hairdresser has much more operating space even in the
case of the client's very long hair.

the extra comfort of the free sink for the hairdresser is the added value
of this new system.

SINK FREE WITH MORE SPACE TO WORK



OZONE DISPENSER

#ECOFRIENDLY

#SOFTERHAIR

#SANITIZESHAIRANDSCALP

SHAMPOOUSEREDUCTION

#SEBORRHEAREUCTION

#BRIGHTERHAIR



WHY THE OZONE?
 ozone generator ozonates the mains water used to wash hair in

hairdressing salons. Ozone is a gas with a high oxidizing power capable
of sanitizing skin and hair. This gas is completely ecological as,

  after performing its oxidizing function, oxygen returns without leaving
harmful residues. In addition to counteracting hair loss, ozone leaves
hair softer and revives its color and shine. The use of ozonized water

also allows you to reduce the amount of use of shampoo and
conditioner.

BACTERIA VIRUS ODORS

The use of ozone is the simplest, most effective and ecological
sanitization tool. it was recognized by the Ministry of Health as a
"Natural aid for the sterilization of environments contaminated by
bacteria, viruses, mould, mites etc., in July 1996 Prot.nr.24482

internationally it is recognized by FDS (2001) and USDA (2002) as a
safe and effective protection.

the dispenser is already integrated into the column so no need for
special installations, the washing must be connected normally. No

particular maintenance.





 SHIRODARA MASSAGE
Shirodara is a thousand-year-old ritual of the Yurveda tradition which

consists of a continuous flow of hot oil on the head which relaxes,
nourishes the tissues and hydrates the hair, making it soft, shiny and

full-bodied.
It gives a feeling of relaxation, tranquility and mental calm thanks to the
addition of essential oils with an aromatic function. The constant flow of
hot oil creates a light massage on the scalp, improves blood circulation,

promotes the phase of relaxation and psychophysical rebalancing.
the column is equipped with a hook for hanging the bowl to be filled with
essential oils and a system for regulating the position of the bowl on the

client's head



MUSIC
an integrated Bluetooth speaker

 allows you to connect any
multimedia device

to play relaxing music
 during treatment.



URBAN

FANCY

ROYAL

DYLAN

FLORA

SUCCESS

NIRVANA

WASHUNITS COMPATIBILITY

Flamingo totem is compatible
with the washunits listed.

possibility to adapt it also on
other models upon verification.



1.343 €

1.733 €

3.308 €

3.573 €

PROMOTIONAL LAUNCH PRICES

Flamingo totem, hand shower and mixer
tap integrated 895 €

Flamingo totem, hand shower and
 mixer tap integrated

,bluetooth speaker for music,
hook system for shirodara massage 

(bowl not included)

1.155 €

Flamingo totem, hand shower and
 mixer tap integrated,

bluetooth speaker for music,
hook system for shirodara massage 

(bowl not included), 
OZONE generator integrated

2.205 €

2.381 €

WWW.VEZZOSISRL.COM

Flamingo totem, hand shower and
 mixer tap integrated,

bluetooth speaker for music,
hook system for shirodara massage 

(bowl  included), 
OZONE generator integrated


